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i decided to rewatch this film a few times before writing this review, and
i didn't have any problem recognizing the images on the disc tray. the
black markings are really faint, but they're there, just like they are on

blu-ray titles by the other studios. there are only a few small
imperfections to be found in the image, and they appear as small flecks
that aren't likely to draw attention in a dark living room. flaws aside, the

print was sharp, and there was little to no compression. if your video
source is a blu-ray player and if it's not in a home the size of a small

house, the transfer is crisp enough that you won't notice its
8:2:2-avc/mpeg-4 avc codec. there have been a lot of movies released

over the past few years that people have considered, even hoped,
would become the gollum to my tolkien. vampires from the waist up.
zombies from the waist up. those are some of the worst movies ever

made, but they were made. they were released. i get that. and some of
those movies actually succeeded, but let's not fool ourselves. movies
like clash of the titans are the worst movies ever made. we take that

title pretty seriously in the world of cinema. personally, i always thought
this movie would never get blu-ray, but i was wrong. i was able to pre-

order this movie before it came out, and let me tell you, i was one
happy camper! i can't think of a movie that i have been more excited
for than this. but when we finally got our hands on the movie, there is
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one problem that i found. the movie is almost 2 hours long, and that's
just not enough time to tell an interesting story. the animation in the

original was beautiful, but it didn't need to be perfect. the story of
perseus and the kraken made up for a lot, and by the time we arrive at
the end of the film, we're still not really sure how we got there or what

the point was. a movie like clash of the titans, especially with the
original, couldn't just be a repeat of the plot from the original film, with
little or no changes. and that's what we got here. the film was a little

shorter, and it was in 1080p, but that's about it. the character animation
is already considered to be impressive, but you'd think the extra effort
of turning it into the 1080p would've been put into the movie and not

just re-touched. seeing that the special effects were redone in the
remake, i thought they could have used the same team to do the same
thing, but i was happy to get my own virtual stomping ground of a blu-
ray, but if they truly had the standard of doing their own adaptations,

then they should have at least kept the original. perhaps that's just too
much to expect. but at least there are some extras on this blu-ray.

that's something i was really excited about. then i got the online code
that i needed to get a free copy of the movie. the only thing i was

bummed about was i had to print it out first. other than that, it's a good
deal. i can honestly say that this is the best looking blu-ray in the

harryhausen collection. i loved the design of the box and the blu-ray
itself. it's a step up from the first and it looks great. i'm happy to see

warner brothers have finally done a remake that is actually worth
watching. this is the best edition of the clash of the titans yet! i loved it
more than the original. i was really excited to get this copy and i'm so

happy i did. i would recommend this movie, even if you hate the
remake. this copy of clash of the titans: wrath of the titans was given to
me for free by warner brothers studios as a tcm movie club subscriber.
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the 1981's clash of the titans is an action-adventure fantasy film
directed by desmond davis (the adventures of baron munchausen, don

quixote, king of the gypsies, quatermass and the pit) and written by
david mcgillivray, based on the classic greek myth of perseus and the

minotaur. the film stars john hurt (amicus' attack of the giant leeches, a
cure for cancer, the book of dead) as the title character, christopher
plummer (atlas shrugged, a man for all seasons, the misfits) as zeus

and leo genn as thetis, with anjelica huston (brazil, heaven's gate, chill
factor, silverado, the witches of eastwick) as hera, john gielgud (james
stewart, david lean's cleopatra, frankenstein, breakfast at tiffany's) as

hermes, cedric smith (tales from the crypt, the peacemaker, firelight) as
poseidon, maggie smith (emmerdale, goodnight sweetheart) as thetis,

dinah sheridan (one million years b.c., foxfire) as andromeda, david
warner (haunting of molly hartley, shout at the devil) as amphitryon,

and an uncredited cameo appearance by christopher lee as alberich. it
opens with a flashback to the early days of the olympian gods. after the

goddesses hera (anjelica huston) and athena (dinah sheridan) argue
about who's the better of the two, zeus (john hurt) enlists the god of
war, ares (david warner), to stop the bickering. zeus summons the

themis (hermes), who gives him a bag of gold. themis then flies away.
zeus asks athena if she can track themis down, and athena volunteers
to head out on her own. unfortunately, zeus' plan backfires, as themis

tricks hera into opening the bag, and the gold transforms into
toadstools. themis then carries zeus away with him. thetis (maggie

smith) pleads with athena for help. athena tells her she's looking after
the golden girl. this angers thetis, who runs to the three muses (zeus'

sister, who gives birth to athena; her daughter, who gives birth to
hephaestus; and his wife, who gives birth to ares) begging them to hear
her side of the story. the muses decide to help thetis by playing a game

of truel-by-heart. thetis challenges athena and hera to compete in a
game of truel-by-heart, in which the pair's wits will be pitted against one

another. hera wins the game, and the muses allow the fight between
her and thetis. on the way to claim the gold, thetis is attacked by a four-

headed crab, but a battle ensues, in which the crab is slain. thetis is
then encased in a block of ice. athena and hera get the golden girl from

zeus' bag of gold. hera is pleased at being the winner, and athena
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gloats over the win, but thetis admonishes them for cheating, and then
uses a magic crystal ball to track themis down, who is now trapped on

the peak of mount olympus. zeus is unable to release the toadstool from
within him, and he tells thetis to see what will become of her.
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